	
  

PRESS RELEASE

|| VPLS utilizes Sunesys Dark Fiber for 100Gigabit Connection ||
March 31, 2014 (Warrington, PA) – Sunesys, LLC, a leading carrier of dark fiber, Ethernet and private wavelength networks, is proud to announce that
VPLS, a premier cloud and managed service provider, is using Sunesys dark fiber to achieve 100Gbps of connectivity between two data center locations
in Southern California.
In 2013, Sunesys first provided a dark fiber connection to VPLS and has since added two additional strands, which connect VPLS’s LAX9 data center in
downtown Los Angeles to their LAX10 data center in El Segundo. “The benefit of going with a dark fiber network is that we’re able to use our own
equipment – giving us complete control and the flexibility to increase bandwidth without additional costs. Sunesys was able to provide a cost-effective
fiber optic solution to bridge the 40KM distance,” explains Ted Mektrakarn, Chief Executive Officer at VPLS.
Sunesys looks forward to a continued relationship with VPLS. “The cloud and managed hosting services and Internet connectivity that VPLS provides to
its customers, require high-bandwidth network solutions like the dark fiber offering we currently have in place,” states Sunesys Senior Vice President
Alan Katz. “ In this dynamic marketplace, we continue to see bandwidth hungry carriers surpass the 1G and 10G offerings, shooting straight for 40G and
beyond. We are excited to see companies like VPLS pushing this boundary over our network.”
Sunesys, headquartered in Pennsylvania, currently operates over 9,000 fiber route miles in ten states across the country. Sunesys’ entire footprint can
be viewed online at www.sunesys.com/network-maps/ or by downloading the Sunesys App, available for iPhone and Android devices.

About Sunesys, LLC
Sunesys is a leading provider of premium bandwidth services and private fiber optic networks. We own, operate, and maintain our own high density fiber
optic network in major metropolitan areas across the U.S. Sunesys offers a comprehensive suite of tailored, high capacity, facilities-based network
services coupled with superior industry expertise, service, and support. Sunesys provides telecommunications services and private fiber optic networks
in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New York, Maryland, Delaware, Virginia, Ohio, Illinois, Georgia, Florida and California.
Sunesys is a subsidiary of Quanta Services, Inc. (NYSE: PWR). Quanta Services safely provides engineering,
procurement and construction (EPC) services for comprehensive infrastructure needs in the electric power and oil
and natural gas industries and is the premier provider in the industries it serves.
For more information or to be contacted about Sunesys services, please visit http://www.sunesys.com.

About VPLS Inc.
VPLS Inc, is a worldwide leader in dedicated, cloud and managed services, hosting well over 10,000 servers and 5,000,000 websites. Our hosting
brands are ranked in the top 2,000 websites in the world and top 300 in China and South Korea. VPLS’ portfolio of products and services covers all
aspects of the Internet such as Cloud and Web Hosting, Virtualization, Networking, Security, Storage, Web Design and Development and much more.
Through our services division, VPLS Solutions, we’re able to combine best in breed technologies from vendors such as Brocade, Palo Alto, Nimble
Storage, VMware and Supermicro to power our services and solutions. VPLS’ unique background and history set us apart from other technology
solutions providers in that we use what ever we sell. Our engineers have first hand experience on the products they
are selling and servicing.
To learn more about VPLS, visit their website at www.vpls.net.
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